The choice of the signal processing method may improve characteristics of the measuring device.
Introduction
The development of the processing algorithm for nuclear precession signal starts with a simple period meter method used in many investigations devoted to analysis and optimization of proton magnetometers. The choice and suitability of this specific algorithm usually is not discussed and only signal-noise parameters of the device are analyzed [1] - [3] . A choice of the specific algorithm for the device signal processing can result in a number of effects and requirements to accuracy and operation speed; it also generates specific dependencies of the measurement error on magnetometer parameters [4] - [5] . In this communication we demonstrate the fundamental difference of the period meter method from regression algorithms accounting for measurement cycle signal data. Most important differences concern first, changes in the optimization criteria of the registration system, and, second, to relaxation of the requirements to the system frequency response.
Digital Signal Processing
Consider key algorithms determining an absolute value of the measured magnetic field induction B 0 related to signal period T 0 of the nuclear moments free precession in given magnetic field:
where γ p = 2π · 0.0425764 rad/(nT·s) [6] denotes proton the gyromagnetic ratio and ω 0 is the signal frequency. The simplest implementation-wise method of period meter (MPM) computes the average period
where N is a total number of the signal recorded zero crossing during the measurement, n is a number of precession half-periods (digitization step) between the two subsequent recorded crossings (each n-th halfperiod is registered), t i denotes the i-th zero crossing time and further on for simplicity we set t 0 = 0. This technique was widely used in the magnetometry, and we use it as the basis for the analysis of more precise algorithm of regression type -the least-squares method (LSM) [8] - [10] that finds the average periodT ls as
The main advantage of this algorithm compared to MPM (2) is that it uses the additional data obtained within the measurement cycle.
Signal processing algorithm based on arbitrary linear regression
Consider an ideal linear frequency selective system of registration with constant parameters and limited size bandwidth centered at ω r , which generates an output signal for further processing. The model of signal processing assumes that system input signal is a sum of a quasiharmonic A(t) cos(ω 0 t + ϕ) and input noise component u(t). We assume that the input noise is the normal stationary random wide band process with known spectral intensity W (ω). In the assumption of a slow varying envelope A(t) we use a stationary signal approximation and neglecting the contribution of the system transition processes write the detector output signal
where K(ω 0 ) denotes the system transfer function absolute value and U (t) is the output noise characterized by the dispersion
and by the normalized correlation function
We assume that the comparator at the system output registers zero crossings t i , and then, using a linear regression method we compute some quantity P :
where a i are the weights of t i . Measurement error of P is determined by the noise level, the transition process in the registration system and the comparator nonzero level Λ = 0 that defines the time moments t i . These factors lead to nonzero shift of the actual values t i compared to the values t 0 i = inT 0 /2, corresponding to nondecaying signal without noise component. Assuming the condition of the comparator level Λ = F (t i ) and using an approximation S i ≡ S(t 0 i ) ≈ S(t i ) we obtain the delay for the i-th zero crossing
Using the last relation and the output noise characteristics (5,6) compute the statistical moments of the random variable ∆t. Assuming Λ ≪ S i and retaining the leading terms only in the expansion in the noise/signal ratio we arrive at the following expressions for the mean and covariance:
Using these results one can find the absolute and random measurement error for various types of processing of zero crossing times. Consider the random measurement error. By (9) the dispersion of P reads
Consider the case when decay time of the correlation function ρ (correlation time τ c ) is much less than the signal measurement time. Also assume that the decay rate of the function ρ(t) is much faster than the rate of change of the coefficient a(t i )/(S 2 (t i ) − Λ 2 ) 1/2 . These approximations allows to consider the correlation function as δ-function compared to the abovementioned coefficient and we obtain the final expression for the dispersion of the quantity P as
where the correlation factor f c reads
Using (6), the relation
and symmetry of the functions K and W with respect to ω, we obtain
where [..] denotes the integer part. In case of narrow bandwidth system we have from (11):
where the correction λ is defined by the relation (λ → 0 at ω 0 = ω r for negligibly small bandwidth)
Thus almost all the dependence of the error on the frequency response is accumulated in λ. Consider the case of a signal close to ω r and broadband noise; when τ c > nT 0 /2 we find that 2ω 0 /n is larger than the bandwidth, and we can neglect λ compared to the unity, i.e., neglect the frequency response contribution to the measurement error. This means that the frequency dependence is contributed by the factor G in (13), i.e.,
by the algorithm and the signal envelope and does not depend on the registration system bandwidth.
Proton magnetometer model
A registration system of a proton-precession magnetometer includes a working substance, a receivingpolarizing coil of the sensor, a tuning capacitor, an electronic commutator switching the coil between the polarization and measurement regimes, a low-noise broadband linear amplifier, and an analog data digitizer.
We assume that the generator frequency is high enough to neglect quantum noise effect during digitization process. The leading source of the error is the thermal noise of the receiving coil whose spectral properties are determined by sensor electrical parameters.
The electric circuit of the proton sensor is an oscillatory circuit made of inductance L, measuring coil resistance R and tuning capacity C. The absolute value of the circuit transfer function reads
where α = ω 0 /ω r denotes the ratio of the precession frequency ω 0 to the resonance frequency ω r = (LC) −1/2 and Q = τ c ω r /2 is a quality factor (here τ c = 2L/R denotes the circuit correlation time). The the circuit input is presented as a sum of working substance signal
and noise u(t) components; here A 0 is the initial amplitude, normalized to the circuit input and T 2 is the transversal relaxation time.
Assuming that the coil thermal fluctuations are the only source of noise in the system we find the spectral intensity at temperature T using the Nyquist theorem [11] as W (ω) = 2k B T R, where k B denotes the Boltzmann constant. This assumption leads to the following characteristics of the circuit output noise (see (5, 6) )
and
whereω r = ω r 1 − (2Q) −2 is the natural frequency of the circuit. The analysis of this model of the proton magnetometer using the processing algorithms mentioned above was given in [4] .
Magnetometer measurement error
Using the relation (1), the results (10) and (16) we find the expression for mean standard deviation (MSD) of the magnetic induction modulus σ 2
where
For small Λ the correction factor η pm relation to the signal relaxation reads
Similar computation using (11) for the LSM case (3) produces
The noise correlation factor f c obtained by a substitution of (17) into (12) is defined by a relation
In an assumption of an undamped signal and ideal comparator determining zero crossing times we obtain a simplified expression for MSD in MPM case:
where the MSD dependence on the frequency is presented in a correction φ, and φ = 0 for α = 1. The random measurement error for LSM can be written as:
where dependence of MSD on the quality factor Q and the frequency is presented in a correction λ defined by the relation (λ → 0 for α = 1 and Q → ∞):
The expression (24) is valid only in case t N ≫ τ c ; further we assume that the quality factor satisfies this condition. We do not consider the case t N ≈ τ c as it corresponds to very large systematic measurement error.
Dependence of the measurement error on the sensor quality factor
Expression (23) illustrates the known result that MSD of measurements in MPM is proportional to Q −1/2 in a range of signal frequencies ω 0 close to the resonant circuit frequency ω r . Therefore, the random error decreases for larger quality factor. However, the correlation time increases, leading to the systematic error growth and also the actual measurement time decreases due to the natural nuclear magnetization signal relaxation, i.e., signal attenuation. Consider MSD in LSM (24) at exact tuning of the receiving circuit to input signal precession frequency (ω 0 = ω r ). Figure 1 (a) shows dependence of λ on various values of n; the MSD dependence on the quality factor for Q ≥ 10 (characteristic for the majority of proton sensors) and the digitization step n = 1 − 8, is not significant (λ ≪ 1). When Q ≫ πn/2 the dependence of λ on the quality factor can be approximated by
from which it follows that at large Q the correction λ tends to zero. However for the increased digitization step nT 0 /2 the quality factor dependence becomes significant.
An device based on the registration system of a proton-precession magnetometer described above was built to test experimentally the predicted properties. The device included a stable sinusoidal signal generator, a noise generator, and an electronic mixer which mixed signal with noise, amplified the resulting signal and transmitted it into the detector circuit. As the noise component of the signal is much larger than the noise level of the detector circuit, one can neglect the latter. Signal processing was performed by LSM (3). The quality factor Q value was tuned by an addition of resistors in the electric circuit of the proton sensor. The dependence of MSD on n (or equivalently, on the digitization period) was measured. The results presented in Figure 1(b) show good correspondence to the predicted dependencies.
Dependence of the measurement error on output signal frequency
Consider the general dependence of the random error on the frequency. The simplest and the best known result is obtained for MPM processing. It follows from (15) that frequency dependence of MSD actually reproduces a inverse transfer function of the sensor receiving circuit. Correspondingly, essential frequency dependence of the error of the measured signal is observed at large quality factors.
According to (24) the entire dependence of measurements MSD in LSM on input signal frequency ω 0 and resonance frequency of the receiving circuit ω r is concentrated in the correction factor λ. An example of λ dependence on the frequency ratio α at the quality factor Q = 5 and various digitization steps is shown in Figure 2 . The analysis shows that MSD frequency dependence for linear egression processing The comparison of MSD frequency dependencies for MPM and LSM. Dependence of the corrections λ and φ (thick curves) on the frequency ratio α for n = 3, Q = 5 (solid) and Q = 10 (dashed).
Smoothing of MSD frequency dependence in the vicinity of ω 0 ≈ ω r (see Figure 3 (b)) is explained by merging of three minima: the minimum of the inverse transfer function and two local minima of the correlation coefficient at α ≈ (n ± 1)/(n ± 2). Setting the random error value and using the expressions for λ one can estimate a range of accepted frequency values.
Find the frequency estimate in the vicinity of first local minima ω r (n ± 1)/(n ± 2) as a function of the correction λ. It is convenient to use the expression (14) in the limit of broadband noise. In case Q ≥ n/2 in the sum one can retain only the terms with the closest central frequencies. Then the dependence of Q can be neglected and the expressions for the frequency limit read:
where plus(minus) sign corresponds to the lower(upper) frequency boundary value. This formula leads to the estimate of the frequency range defined by MSD acceptable level, for example,
The estimate for the bandwidth for n > 1 is approximated by ∆ω 0 /ω r ≡ (ω Table 1 where values of the frequency limits, the corresponding bandwidth and effective quality factor Q ef corresponding to this band (the effective bandwidth of the receiving circuit at the MSD level significantly increases for small n) are calculated as functions of digitization step. Table 1 .
Dependence of the bandwidth at the level √ 2 σ min and the effective quality factor Q ef on the step n for LSM processing. For large Q values the shape of the λ curves does not vary significantly with Q change. The dependence of λ on the quality factor is expressed only by proportionality of the maxima value to Q. On the other hand, the digitization step distance nT 0 /2 influences significantly the shape of the λ curves.
Registration band widening due to signal regression processing methods similar to LSM was established experimentally in 1994 within the framework of the studies performed in the Quantum Magnetometry laboratory [www.magnetometer.ru] concerning the increase of aeromagnetometers operation. This effect was successfully used in design of new magnetometers. The theoretical description of this effect is presented in this manuscript.
Discussion
The presented results show that application of regression algorithms for small values of digitization step, considerably extends the range of measured magnetic fields without both adjustment of the receiving circuit and loss in sensitivity, and also relaxes requirements to the quality factor of the receiving circuit. One can obtain the same registration band in MPM reducing the quality factor down to values of the order of unity that would essentially increase the measurement error. Only in case of the considerable drop in number of signal periods (n is order of several dozens) the registration band of the magnetometer with MPM becomes comparable to the corresponding band for regression treatment.
As we show in the Section 3, application of the regression methods in the frequency selective system of a device (not only a magnetometer) may significantly reduce influence of frequency response of a frequency selective registration system on the measurement error. The frequency response in this case is determined mainly by the signal processing algorithm and by the harmonic signal envelope. In particular, for a measure-ment of the signal frequency using LSM of period measurement one can significantly enlarge the bandwidth for which the device error is minimal. Weak dependence of an error on the frequency response means that a measurement error is determined by a ratio of a spectral noise density to signal instead of a noise/signal ratio.
These considerations lead us to a conclusion that application of the regression methods may lead to changes in the architecture and optimization criteria of a new electronic equipment.
There is a multitude of methods devoted to estimation of the harmonic signal frequency ( [12] - [14] and references therein). Discrete-time observations processing usually allows to obtain the signal parameters even in case of the low signal/noise ratio. But these methods are quite complicated and therefore in some applications their use for fast frequency estimates is not convenient as it required large computational resources.
The signal processing algorithms considered in this communication are useful in the devices (variants of the period or frequency meter [15] , [16] ) where the digitization is based of the zero crossing in case of a good signal/noise ratio and correlation time is larger or comparable to the signal period. These algorithms are expected to be not complex but fast and precise.
Conclusions
Choice of the specific processing algorithm is important for measuring device design. Particularly, the application of regression methods for proton magnetometers provides additional resources for extension of the field range without magnetometer tuning. Implementation of broadband mode leads to considerable reduction of the hardware part systematic error and simplifies the system of search and tracking of the precession signal frequency and phase. Requirements to accuracy of synchronous polarization are also relaxed. Additionally, it is possible to increase operation speed without loss in sensitivity due to smaller transient time. The presented conclusions about the regression methods can be observed in the other applications;they manifest in processing of correlated data of the harmonic signals of general type.
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